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According to the Wikipedia definition a concept is a unit of knowledge created by
a unique combination of characteristics. Concepts are used as the representation of an
abstract or concrete thing of the real world in the mind of a human. In ontologies the
naming and use of concepts often is cumbersome due to the different meanings words
can have, e.g. class, bank, ball etc. My approach combines methods of semiotics and
computer linguistics to overcome this shortfalls. The focus of the work is to build an
universal ontology of semantically unique concepts, which are either atomic/base
concepts or semantically compound concepts. As an absolutey minimal set of base
concepts I took those 60 concepts of [NSM] into account. Also it was promising, that the
Basic English of Ogden used only 900 words and that the Longman Defining Vocabulary
[Long2014] consists of only 2,000 words. The list of approximately 6,500 Bliss symbols
and Bliss words [Bliss1949, Bliss1965] were very helpful in finding out, which
symbols/concepts were used to define other symbols/concepts and how often a
symbol/concept was used in definition of a Bliss word [BlissUsage]. The atomic
concepts for the universal ontology of concepts (UOC) have been carefully selected from
the previous list of words so that the derived concepts are disambiguated. Finally, from
a set of about 450 atomic concepts all other concepts can be composed.
The construction patterns for concepts uses reification [RDF-Reification,RDFVocabulary] to compose binary trees of concepts from sub concepts [John1983]. E.g. a
manometer is a gauge for air pressure, while air_pressure is composed from air and
pressure. The information is internally represented with OWL/RDFS-triples, e.g.
(manometer, <>Subject, gauge) and (manometer, <>Object, air_pressure), Each
atomic/basic concept is associated with an integer number. Applying Cantor´s bijective
and total pairing function π (y,x) = y + (x + y) (x + y + 1) / 2 [CPF, PF], for each binary
tree of a concept an integer can be computed, which uniquely encodes all sub concepts.
The representation of the concepts is also language independent. For the resulting
concept numbering system (CNS), a number of decisions had to be made. This did not
only affect the freedom of abritarily assignment of integers to base concepts. But also
decisions had to be made, which concept to derive from others, since one would get the
same result, if one would chose north = opposite of south or south = opposite of north.
During the computation of concept numbers, conflicts can appear in that way, that a
concept number has already been assigned to a basic/atomic concept. In this case the
number of the basic/atomic concept will be increased by one and the computation of all
concept numbers is repeated. This step is iterated until all conflicts have been resolved.
Encoding concepts as binary trees of sub concepts enbables a another benefit a novel
Search by Meaning (SbM) method, which allows to search concepts by any combination

of sub concepts contained therein. Another benefit is, that the sub concepts can be
directly used to tag documents.
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